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We carry out an interacting boson model study of the Ru isotopes using a U~5!-SO~6! transitional Hamil-
tonian with fixed parameters, where the variation is due only to the change in boson numberN. Transitional
behavior in 104Ru is compared with recent predictions of an E~5! critical symmetry, including a modified
version with an alternativeb dependence for theT(E2) operator.
















































The study of phase-transitional behavior in physical s
tems is a difficult endeavor, since under these conditi
structural changes occur very rapidly. In atomic nuclei
situation is complicated by the finite particle nature of the
many-body systems. Shape-phase transitions can be
scribed in nuclei in the framework of both the collectiv
model@1# and the interacting boson model~IBM ! @2#. In the
latter case, the usual procedure is to consider a combina
of symmetries, such as U~5! and SO~6!, or U~5! and SU~3!,
each of which corresponds to stable structures such
spherical,g unstable, or deformed, for the U~5!, SO~6!, and
SU~3! limits of the model, respectively. For certain param
eter values the nucleus undergoes a rapid transition from
kind of structure to the other@3#. The dynamical symmetrie
themselves represent idealized cases where analytical
tions can be found and all observables computed in ana
form @2#, but one of the most striking successes of this mo
was the discovery of nuclei that closely follow these pred
tions @4#. Although a vast majority of nuclei exhibit a mix
ture of symmetries and require numerical diagonalization
compute their properties, the symmetries nevertheless co
tute important benchmarks from which nuclear behavior
be gauged. In this context, critical~or transitional! behavior
cannot be described within the IBM in analytic, closed for
In two recent papers, however, Iachello has propose
simple, analytic treatment of nuclei undergoing transitio
from spherical tog-unstable shapes@5# @E~5!# or from a
spherical to a deformed configuration@6# @X~5!#. These
analyses have the attractive feature of being essent
parameter-free. Surprisingly enough, examples where b
situations seem to be closely approximated were su
quently found by Casten and Zamfir@7,8#, thus raising the
possibility of studying whether E~5! and X~5! characteristics
are widespread in transitional nuclei. If that would be t
case they could represent a helpful theoretical tool in nuc
structure physics, in a sense complementing the role pla
by the IBM dynamical symmetries. In this paper we analy
under this new point of view a calculation of the Ru isotop
which was carried out with an IBM Hamiltonian with fixe
parameters@9#, which we combine with a coherent-sta
analysis@10#, in order to test the E~5! predictions. In subse


























regions using the same procedure and compare them with
X~5! calculations@11#.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the critic
point E~5! approach is revised. Section III is devoted
present the IBM description of Ru isotopes and discuss c
responding potential energy surfaces in relation to the E~5!
symmetry. Finally, in Sec. IV the conclusions of this wo
are presented.
II. THE E „5… APPROACH
We start our discussion by giving a brief description
the E~5! analysis.












where theLk , k51,2,3 are the body-fixed components
the angular momentum@1,5#. For situations where the poten
tial does not depend ong, one can factorize the solutions o
Eq. ~1! as
c~b,g,u i !5 f j,t~b!F
tmLM~g,u i !, ~2!
where theF functions were determined in Refs.@12,13#.
These functions are eigenstates of any quadrupole Ha
tonian that displays O(5).O(3) symmetry, i.e., for
V(b,g)5V(b). The f (b) functions depend on the selectio
of the b potential. The best known case is that of a fiv
imensional oscillatorV(b)'b2 that leads to the Laguerr
polynomials@1,12,13#.
Since in a phase-transitional situation one expects to h
a particularly flat potential inb ~in this case, for a vibrator to
g-unstable rotor transition there is nog dependence!, in Ref.
@5# a five-dimensional infinite well is suggested as a go
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V~b!5`, b.bv , ~3!
in which case the wave functions inb take the simple form
f j,t~b!5Cj,tb
23/2Jt13/2S xj,tbv b D , ~4!
where t50,1,2, . . . labels the SO~5! group, j is an index
that enumerates the successive zeroes of the Bessel
tions, xj,t is thejth zero for a givent, Cjt is a normaliza-
tion, andbv is the range of the square potential in Eq.~3!.
The full states~2! can then be denoted by
ujtmLM &, ~5!
wherem is a label that distinguishes between repeatedL ’s
for a given value oft. The definition of this index togethe
with the L content for eacht can be found in Refs.@2,12#.
Since the states~5! can be used to generate a fiv
dimensional basis for the Euclidean group in five dime
sions, they have been labeled by E~5!. Using these states, a









In addition, assuming a first order quadrupole operator in
collective variables,
Tm
(E2)5ta2m5tbFDm,0(2) cosg1 1A2 ~Dm,2(2) 1Dm,22(2) !singG ,
~7!
it is likewise possible to calculate allB(E2) values in a
parameter independent way~up to the scale factort). One
should note, however, that the latter depend on the partic
form of Eq. ~7!. In the context of the geometric model, th

























The 2A7 denominator in Eq.~8! is introduced here for late
convenience, in order to compare these expressions
those of Ref. @14#. The a2m variable behaves as th






(2) is associated with the tensor (2,2)@12#. This
means that they fulfill strict selection rules in th
ftmLM(g,u i) space,Dt561 for the former andDt50,
62 for the latter, with the usual restrictions in angular m
mentum coupling@2,12#. Thus the first term leads to ‘‘al-
lowed’’ transitions in first order and the second to nonze
quadrupole moments and to small values for ‘‘forbidde
ones, in the E~5! scheme of Ref.@5#. The actual values of
these observables in E~5! depend on the simpleb depen-
dence in the operators~8! and ~9!.
The results presented in@5# correspond to the energies~6!
and transition operators~8! and ~9! with x50, i.e., for a
T(E2) of the formT(E2)5ta2m , and the analysis is expecte
to apply in nuclei undergoing a transition between spher
and g-unstable shapes. As explained above, the use of
second order form forT(E2) of Eqs. ~8! and ~9! does not
modify theDt561 transitions in Ref.@5# but gives rise to
small values for theDt50,62 matrix elements. These re
sults arise in the framework of the geometric model. Sin
we would compare the E~5! scheme with IBM calculations
however, we shall define an alternativeT(E2) operator that
has a differentb dependence, consistent with the usual IB
quadrupole operator@14# as we explain below. In Refs
@7,14# it has been shown that134Ba constitutes a good can
didate for E~5! behavior. In@14# the IBM-consistent form for
the T(E2) operator was shown to lead to a closer agreem
with experiment.
In what follows we consider a global IBM calculation fo
the Ru isotopes and compare the E~5! predictions~using the
quadratic forms of both the geometric and IBMT(E2) opera-
tors! with the transitional nucleus104Ru.
III. THE Ru ISOTOPES IN THE IBM
The Ru isotopes display a transitional behavior fro
spherical@SU~5!# to g-unstable@SO~6!# shapes@9#. As men-
tioned above, this is precisely the situation in which E~5! is
expected to be relevant. A systematic study of the Ru i
topes was carried out by a simultaneous least-square fit to
energies of these nuclei in Ref.@9#. The converged Hamil-




with parameters ~all in keV! e85887, a5253, b
5223.3, g530.8, andd55.5, whileC2 stands for the qua-
dratic Casimir operator of the corresponding group andN is
the boson number. Here we prefer to use the equiva





















































With the appropriate translation of the parameters,
equivalent Hamiltonian to Eq.~10! is obtained with the val-
ues ~all in keV! e5887253N, k0593.2, k1511.66, and
k3561.6. The parameters are kept fixed for all the isoto
studied in this work, the only variation in going from on
isotope to the other is the change ine induced by the varia-
tion of the boson numberN. The boson number is obtained
this work by considering closed shells at 50 both for ne
trons and protons. In Fig. 1 we show a comparison of
experimental and theoretical systematics of some low-ly
levels in the Ru isotopes fromA596 to 110, which corre-
spond to boson number ranging fromN54 to 11. In Fig. 2
FIG. 1. Low-lying energy level systematics for the Ru isotop
(A596–110, corresponding to boson numberN54 –11). Experi-
mental and calculated results with Hamiltonian~11! with param-
eters given in the text are presented.
FIG. 2. Two-neutron separation energies in Ru isotopes.
IBM results correspond to the Hamiltonian~11! with the parameters





we show the results for two-neutron separation energies
this Hamiltonian. We see in Fig. 1 that Hamiltonian~10! and
~11! leads to a good global description of the complete
isotope chain. We would point out three aspects of this
ure. First, the systematics of the measured 03
1 is opposite to
the expected one for a member of the three phonon multip
This seems to indicate that, as already proposed in Ref.@15#,
the 01 member of the three phonon multiplet is still missin
experimentally. Second, the states 31
1 are systematically cal-
culated too high in energy. This was proposed, first in R
@16# and then analyzed in detail in Ref.@15#, as an indication
of the presence of a mixed symmetry state. Finally, note
changing energies of the levels and particularly that of
02
1 state, suggesting a transitional behavior near104Ru, al-
though this is not reflected in the separation energies. Th
known to be the case for a second order phase transition
it is the transition from U~5! to SO~6!.
In this paper we analyze the properties of the Ru isoto
in order to investigate the phase transition related to a cha
of shape. The global fit we are considering guarantees
the parameters are well determined. A geometrical interp
tation of the abstract Hamiltonian~11! can be obtained by
introducing coherent states@17–19# that allow to associate to
it geometrical shapes in terms of the deformation variab
(b,g). In this case the potential shapes will only depend
the value ofN. The basic idea of this formalism is to con
sider that the pure quadrupole states are described by a b










A11b2 Fs†1b cosgd0†1 1A2 b sing~d2†1d22† !G ,
~17!
which depends on theb andg shape variables. The energ
surface is then defined as
EN~b,g!5^g;N,b,guHug;N,b,g&, ~18!
where H is given in our case by Eq.~11!, which leads to
potential energy surfaces that areg independent. In Fig. 3
these surfaces are plotted as a function of the deforma
parameterb for the different Ru isotopes. It is seen that forN
around 8, which corresponds to104Ru, a rather flat behavio
of the energy surface as a function ofb is indeed obtained.
This kind of potential is thus similar to the one correspon
ing to E~5! @5#.
For a g-independent Hamiltonian, the critical pointNc
can be defined as the value ofN for which the second de
rivative of the potential energy surface becomes null atb
50. At values smaller thanNc there is a spherical minimum
while for larger values the minimum is deformed. For t








































which for the parameters used in this work gives the va
Nc57.77, close to the valueN58 mentioned above. In the
inset of Fig. 3 the potential energy surfaces are plotted
N57,8, and 9 in an amplified scale, in order to show t
transition from spherical to deformed shapes as a functio
N. An appropriate constant factor was added to each curv
order to place them at zero energy forb50. At this scale it
is confirmed thatN58 is almost flat inb, as required by the
E~5! prescription. Thus,104Ru is close to the critical poin
and should be a good candidate for testing the E~5! predic-
tions. We stress that we have not adjusted or fine tuned
Hamiltonian parameters in any way, but have determin
them from the global fit to the isotope series.
In addition to the energies, E2 transitions can












md2m are introduced to behave a
tensors with appropriate properties under spatial rotatio
As discussed above, in Ref.@5# the simplest form of the E2
operator~8! and~9!, corresponding tox50 was used, while
in Ref. @14# a form consistent with Eq.~21! was proposed for
comparison with experimental data in134Ba. By computing
the expectation values of theQm
(sd) operator in the coheren
state~16!, one finds the result for the intrinsic quadrupo
operators@14,20#
FIG. 3. Energy surfaces~18! for the Hamiltonian~11!, with the
parameters given in the text, as a function of the deformation
rameterb for the different Ru isotopes from boson numberN54 to
N511. In the inset the same is plotted in an expanded scale fo




















Fb sing1A 114xb2sin~2g!G ,
~22!
to be compared with expressions~9!. We note that the only
difference is the common factor 2N/(11b2). While the N
dependence has no consequence as can be incorporate
a renormalized value of the effective charge, t
b-dependent denominator affects the magnitudes of the
trix elements. Even forx50 in Eq.~22! theDt561 matrix
elements are significantly affected. As shown in Ref.@14#, by
using the IBM form ~22! in conjunction with the five-
dimensional square-well potential wave functions~5!, leads
to a better agreement with the data in134Ba. We shall see tha
the same is true for the transitional nucleus104Ru. We show
below the results of our calculations using the Hamilton
~11! and quadrupole operator~21!, when compared with the
E~5! and modified-E~5! predictions using the quadrupole op
erators~22! with xÞ0. We henceforth denote the latter b
E(5).
In Fig. 4 the known experimental data for the low-lyin
levels in 104Ru are compared with the theoretical calculati
and the predictions based on the potential~3!. The calculated
B(E2) values in the second panel are obtained with the IB
calculation presented in this section and Eqs.~20! and ~21!.
Those in panels three and four are obtained for the poten
~3! with two elections for theE2 transition operator, Eqs.~8!
and ~9! in the panel labeled E~5! and Eqs.~20! and ~22! in
the panel labeledE(5). In all cases, full lines indicate tran
sitions allowed forx50 (Dt561) and broken lines transi
a-
he
FIG. 4. Experimental data@energies and B~E2! values ine2 b2
units# for 104Ru @15# compared with the IBM calculation presente
in this paper and with the results of the E~5! symmetry@5# with two
elections for theE2 transition operator. In the panel labeled E~5!
the geometrical operators, Eqs.~8! and ~9! have been used. In the
panel labeledE(5) the IBM operators, Eqs.~20! and ~22!, were
used. In all cases, full lines indicate transitions allowed forx50
and broken lines transitions only allowed ifxÞ0. The numbers
given in this last case correspond tox51. The scales for the ener
gies andB(E2)’s are fixed by the experimental values of the ex
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case correspond tox51. In the IBM calculation~second
panel! the boson effective charge is calculated to beq
50.106 e b which is very close to the value calculated
Ref. @16#. In theE(5) case, with the IBM transition operato
from Eqs. ~20! and ~22!, the calculated effective charge
q50.136 e b for a valuebv51.0 @which is the SO~6! value
in the largeN limit # of the potential range~3!.
In Fig. 5 we present the behavior of some energy a
B(E2) ratios for the series of Ru isotopes and compare th
with the critical symmetry. The available experimental da
for the corresponding observables are shown, together
the E~5! andE(5) values of Refs.@5,14#. The notation of the
states is that of Ref.@5#, Lj,t
p . We see that the region aroun
104Ru is indeed surprisingly close to theE(5) values. Al-
though the experimental information on104Ru is not enough
to make a definite statement about the validity of E~5! @or
E(5)# for this nucleus, we are able to remark the followin
~a! 104Ru is closer to both predictions than any of t
other isotopes, particularly if we make the comparison us
the IBM form ~22! for the T(E2) operator@E(5)#.
~b! Since the IBM calculation seems to provide a ve
good general description of the whole isotope series, we
FIG. 5. Systematics of several calculated energy andB(E2)
ratios as a function ofA for the Ru isotopes compared with th
results of the E~5! symmetry~dashed lines!. For B(E2) values also
the values of theE(5) symmetry withx51 is shown ~dotted-
dashed line!. The IBM calculation~full line! was done with Hamil-
tonian ~11! and the parameters given in the text.R1(E2)
5B(E2;41,2
1 →21,11 )/B(E2;21,11 →01,01 ) and R2(E2)5B(E2;02,01








reasonably confident about the predicted transition value
104Ru that are yet to be measured. These calculations clo
resemble the values ofE(5).
Two points should be commented combining Figs. 1,
and 5:~i! The energy ratio 41
1/21
1 in 104Ru shows an impor-
tant anharmonicity and deviates from the E~5! value, ~ii ! it
seems that the state 01 member of the three-phonon multip
let in 104Ru ~and probably in102Ru) is experimentally miss-
ing and the one measured is a mixed-symmetry state~or has
a large mixed-symmetry component!. This could be also the
case for the observed 31 in 104Ru although the measure
B(E2;31
1→221) fits nicely with theE(5) value. Probably, as
stated in Ref.@15#, there are one full symmetry and on
mixed-symmetry 31 states in the same energy regio
strongly mixed up. These points have to be investigated.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have carried out a simultaneous fit to
Ru isotopes, using a global Hamiltonian with fixed para
eters~except for the boson numberN). These isotopes are
well described by a transitional IBM Hamiltonian with
mixture of U~5! and SO~6! symmetries. The potentials aris
ing from a coherent-state analysis indicate that104Ru is close
to the critical point between spherical andg-unstable struc-
tures. We have compared energy andB(E2) ratios for the Ru
isotopes, and particularly104Ru, with the recently proposed
E~5! model of Ref.@5#. We find that the known experimenta
information on104Ru is well described by these critical sym
metry, particularly if we use a modified form for theT(E2)
operator, consistent with the IBM quadrupole operator fo
~21! @E(5)#. Although the data are not sufficient to make
definite claim, the IBM predicted values and theE(5) results
are in excellent agreement.
Although these results are encouraging, we should p
out that other examples of E~5! critical behavior should be
sought, while a better understanding of theb dependence of
the quadrupole operator is required.
We are currently examining the X~5! transitions using a
similar approach. In summary, we believe that additional
perimental and theoretical work is needed to assess the
evance of the E~5! analytical description of critical behavio
in nuclei.
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